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INTRODUCTION
ALTHOUGH m BANGLADFSHthe share of agriculture in the Gross Domestic Product
(GNP) has been declining over the years, it still remains the largest sector of the
economy (Table 1). This sector produces nearly 38 percent of the country’s output
and provides direct employment to three-fifthsof its labor force. In order to realize
the economic and social goals of achieving self-sufficiencyin food grains, ensuring
the supply of raw materials for the growing industrial sector, and generating
employment and income for the burgeoning rural production, the rate of growth
of the agricultural sector must be accelerated.
Any acceleration of the growth of agriculture in Bangladesh, however, is
critically dependent on irrigation development which has great potential in the
country. Actual area irrigatedby different methodsin 1987-88was found to be2.35
M ha or about 26 percent of cultivable area and about 35 percent of potentially
irrigable land (Table 2). Irrigated area can be increased by both investing in new
projects and improving the efficiency of the existing imgation systems. Since
investment in new irrigation projects has become more expensive as a result of
increasing capital costs per hectare, the government as well as the donor agencies
are now putting greater emphasis on enhancing the performance of existing
systems through improved irrigation management.
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Table 1.

-

Sectoral shares ofthe GDP (percent) at constant (1984-85) prices
1985-86

1986-87

1987-88

39.9
31.6
2.5
2.9
2.9

38.5
30.2
2.5
2.9
2.9

1988-89

~

Agriculture
crops
Forestry
Livestock
Fisheries

41.4
32.9
2.7
2.9
2.9

37.6
29.4
25
2.9
2.8

0.001

0.001

10.1
5.7
4.4

9.8
55
4.3

9.9
5.5
4.3

5A

5.5

6.1

6.3

0.6

0.7

0.8

1.o

11.1

11.9

12.0

12.3

Trade services

9.1

9 .O

89

8.7

Housing services

7.9

7.8

7.9

7.9

Public administrationand
defense

3.8

39

4.1

4.0

Banking and insurance

2.1

2.1

2.0

2.1

Professional and miscellaneous
services

8.9

9.1

9.9

10.2

100.0

100.0

100.00

1Gu.o

Mining and quarrying

0.001

Manufacturing
Large scale
Small scale

9.7
5.2
4.5

Construction
Power, gas, water and sanitary
services
Transport, storage and
communication

GDP at market prices

0.001

Source; Statistical Pocket Bwk of Bangladesh. Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (66s) 1990.
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Table 2. Total area irrigated by d%ferent methods in Bangladesh in 1987-88.

Methods

Actual area
ha ('OOOLM)

Irrigated
percent

A. Surface water irrigation
i.
ii.
iii.

Gravityflow
Traditionalmethods

1.15
5.27
238

4.90
22.44
10.13

Subtotal

8.80

37.47

8.70
5.55
0.44

37.03
23.63
1.87

Subtotal

14.69

62.53

Total

23.49

Ioo.00

LLP

B. Groundwater irrigation
i.
ii.
iii.

STW
DTW
HTW

= Law
pump.
= Shallow tubewell.
DTW = Deep tubewell.

LLP
STW

HTW

=

Hand tubewell.

Sources: Planning Commaaon,Government of Bangladsh, 1990
Draft, Fourth - Five Year Plan, Dhaka.

Irrigation management can be defined as "the process in which institutions or
individuals set objectives for irrigation systems, establish appropriate conditions,
and idenhfy, mobilize and use resources to attain these objectives-while ensuring
these activities are performed without adverse effects (IIMI 1989). Objectives often
adopted in the irrigation management process include (Uphoff 1986):
1.

Greater production or productivity in terms of crop yield, area cultivated
and/or cropping intensity;

2.

Improved water distribution in t e r n of greater reliability, predictability
and equity;

3.

Reductions in conflict among water users and with government agencies;

4.

Greater resource mobilization -both material and human;

5.

Sustained system performance.
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The realization of the above objectives depends, in large part, on a number of
socioeconomic factors and issues. This paper aims at idenwing some of these
factors as they relate to the performance of irrigation system management in
Bangladesh. It is based primarily on the findings of studies (Hakim et al. 1990a,b,
c, d, e and Islam 1990) conducted under the IIMI-IRRI Project on Irrigation
Management for Rice-Based Farming Systems. These studies were conducted in
the north and northwest of Bangladesh and covered both gravity and groundwater
irrigation (deep tubewell) systems. The gravity irrigation system studied is the
Ganges-Kobadak (G-K) System -the largest irrigation system in the country and
located in Kushtia District. The deep tubewell (DTW)irrigation systemsinclude the
North Bangladesh Tubewell Project (NBTF') in Thakurgaon; Bangladesh Agriculturd Development Corporation (BADC) DTWs under direct and rental management (in the Rajshahi area); and private DTWs located also in Rajshahi District
(Table 3).
Location, ownership and mangemmt patterns of irrigation systems included in the
study.

Table 3.

System and location

I

Ownership

Management

~

BADC Rental DTWs with RAKUB
participation. Rajshahi

Public, BADC

Private. Farmer group

BADC Rental DTWs without RAKUE
participation, Rajshahi

Public, BADC

Private. Farmer group

BADC, BIADP DTWs, Rajshahi

Public, BADC

Public, BADC +
Private, Farmer group

Private DTWs. Rajshahi

Private (Farmers)

Private (Farmers)

G-K, Kushtia

Public. BWBD

Public. BWBD

NBTP, Thakurgaon

Public, BWBD

Public, BWBD

Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation
Deep Tubewells.
RAKUB = Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan (Agriculhlral Development) Bank.
BlADP = Barind Integrated Area Development Pmject.
= The Ganges-Kobadak. It is the largest gravity irrigation system in the counhy.
G-K
BWBD = Bangladesh Water Development Board.
NBlT
= North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.
BADC

DTWs

=
=
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In addition to a number of cross-site issues, the studies included the results of two
experiments, one dealing with water rotation in the G-K Irrigation System and the
otheronamethod toincreaseirrigationcoverageintheNorthBangladeshTubewell
Project. The data utilized in all of the studies were collected through personal
interviews with farmers, fanner leaders and agency managers using structured
questionnaires, informal discussions and participant observation methods.

SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING IRRIGATION
MANAGEMENT
Mobilization of Internal Resources - The Irrigation Service Fee
In Bangladesh, it is the stated government intention to recover the entire Operation
and Management (O&M)costs and as much of the capital costs as possible from
irrigation systems developed and owned by the government. The underlying
objective is to ease budgetary pressures and release funds for investment to create
additional irrigation facilities and to undertake other development projects. In
pursuanceof this policy, the governmenthasnotbeenproviding enough money out
of its general budget to meet the O&M costs and, wherever possible, to realize
capital costs from the beneficiaries. The present irrigation fee of some of the public
systems, however, is much too low to cover O&M costs. As can be seen from Table
4, in the G-K and NBT systems, irrigation fees cover only 16 and 6.5 percent,
respectively, of O&M costs. As a result, these systems have been suffering from
operational and maintenance problems (Ali 1989 and Hakim et al. 1990a). If one
'looks at O&M costs as a proportion of incremental benefits due to irrigation there
would appear to be little economicjustification for fixing irrigation fees at the low
levels used in these two projects (Table5). As users of rental and private tubewells
(systems that cover most irrigators in Bangladesh) pay fees and charges at least
covering their full O&M costs, there seem to be few equity or socialjustice reasons
for keeping the fees so low on a few public systems.
Inadditiontolow feerates,thecollectionefficiencyof thefeesisverylowinthese
two public systems. While the collection efficiency in private and rental systems
under study varies from 79 to 98 percent, it is only 1.13 percent in G-K and 23.55
percent in the NBT System (Table6). The relatively high collection efficiency in the
other systems can be explained by three major factors. First, sanctions against nonpayment are strong and effective. If a farmer does not pay his fee in a particular
season, water supply to his field is stopped in that season and he is denied water
in the following year. Second, the incentive for collection is very strong. If the fee
is not collected, the tubewell managers lose their formal and informal pecuniary
benefits. Formal benefit is their honorarium and informal benefit is the excess of
irrigation fees over O&M costs. Furthermore, if fees are not collected they cannot
continue irrigation because they are totally dependent on irrigation fees in order to
operate the system. Discontinuation will deprive them of the direct benefits of
irrigation. Third, in one system (private),the fee is collected partly in kind.
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Table 4.

Irrigationfee and ObM costs in irrigation systems under study (average per year per

System and
location

Year

BADC rental D T w s with
RAKUB participation,
Rajshahi
BADC rental DTWs without
RAKUB participation,
Rajshahi

I

I

o&M
CDStSb

Irrigation fees
as % of OBM costs

2287‘

2460‘

93.66

3173c

2005’

163.24

I

1989-90

I

I

Irrigation
fees*

1

I

1989-90

I

BADC, BIADP DTWs,
Rajshahi

1989-90

4810’

4442‘

108.19

Private DTWs, Rajshahi

1989-90

3929‘

189lC

207.77

G-K, Kushtia

1985-89

329d

2097d

16.06

NBTF, Thakureaon

1988-89

289d

4426d

6.52

* lrngahon fen are dehned as payments by the farmers to the fanner group management in the case
of all B A K DTWs q’stem,to the private owners U, thecaseof Pnvate DTWs system. and to the
government In the cases of G K and NBTP systems for the inlganon servms they receive In the
cases of B1AI)P M W s systems m g a t i m fees include the rental I irngauon charge i m p 4 by
BAUCnn f a r m e r p u p s Averageperyearperherrarelrngatlnnfeesasshowninthetablehavebeen
calculated bv dividmn):the gross irrigahnn fees in the year by the gross irngatcd awa
0&M cost.lnclude bnth direct and indirect C O s h

For w n p l e DTWs onlv.
Far enhre proiect

UAOC
DTWs

-

Baneladesh Aericultural Deveboment Camration
= DeepTubewek
RAKUB = Raishal Krishi Unnayan (A~riculturalDevelopment) Bank.
BIAUI’ = Harind Integrated Area Drvelnpment I’rolecl
G-K
= The Gangcq-Kobadak It 1s the largest gravity irrigation system
BWHD . Bangladesh Water I)rvelnpment Board
NUT?
. North Bangladesh Tubewcll I’rolect
~~

~

=

I

ln the

country
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Table 5.

Incremental benefit and ObM cost (in Taka) in G K and NBTP (I 989-90 prices)

For net return, average of several field survey findings,
Per ha net return = total variable costs minus grass return. G r w
return has hvo components: value of main product and value of
by-prcduct.
Per ha total yearly costs have been distributed among the mops in
proportion to the present irrigation fees for the crops.
G-K
NBTF
Khanf-I
Kharif-2
Rabi
W

w/out
irri.

= Ganges Kobadak.
= North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.
= Pre-mansmn dry crop season.
= Monsoon crop season.
= Dry crop season.
= with.
= without.
= irrigation.

In the Public G-K and NBT systems, low collection efficiency is explained by a
number of factorsover which local agency officialsoften do not have much control.
These factors may be enumerated as follows:
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Irrigation
service fee collection efficiency.
-

Table 6 .

Collectible
irrigation
fee
('Wtaka)

Collection

vstem and location

Period

BADC rental DTWs with
RAKUB participation,

1984-85 to

Rajshahi

1988-89

56.88'

45.45

79

1989-90

2.12b

2.03

96

Rajshahi

1989-90

3.29b

3.16

96

Private DTWs,
Rajshahi

1989.90

2.79b

2.73

98

G-K
Kushtia

1984-85 to
1988-89

1872.5P

21.20

1.13

NBT", Thakurgaon

1984-85 to
1988-89

85.47=

20.13

13.55

BADC rental DTWs
without

RAKUB participation,
Rajshahi
BADC, BIADP DTWs,

Suurccs:For G-K, Thakurgaon and rental with RAKUB official records and far the other three systems
of the present field survey.
* For entire projct.

For sample DTWs only

BADC
DTWs
RAKUB
BIADP
G-K
BWBD
NBTP

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation.
Deep tubewells.
Rajshahi Krishi Umayan (Agricultural Development) Bank.
Barind Integrated Area Development Board.
"he GangesKobadak which is the largest gravity irrigation system in the country.
Bangladesh Water Development Board.
North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.

Lack offarmer participationlinvolve~~t.Collection efficiency depends, to a large
extent, on the ability and motivation of user-fanners to pay. As noted earlier, in
terms of incremental benefits received from irrigation, farmers d o have the ability
to pay irrigation fees, yet they do not pay. One reason for this is their lack of
motivation to pay which maybeexplained,partly, by their nonparticipation inany
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aspect of irrigation management - including the determination of irrigation fee
rates. One hundred percent of the Kushtia and Thakurgaon sample fanners
reported that they were not involved in the fixation of rates (Table7), 94 percent of
Kushtia farmers and 40 percent of Thakurgaon farmers wereignorant of thecriteria
used for rhe determination of their present fees (Table8) and 93 percent of Kushtia
farmers did not know who decided the fee rates (Table 9). Farmers have not been
convinced of why they should pay the fees. One hundred percent of the Kushtia
sample farmers consider even the present low fee to be unreasonable (Table 10).
Table 7. Smnple farmers’ responses as to whether they participated in deciding inigutiafees.
System and location

Responses

Yes

No

BADC rental DTWs with RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

19
(52.8)

17
(47.2)

BADC rental DTWs wilhoul RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

31
(96.9)

( 3.1)

BADC, BlADP DTWs

Rajshahi

53
(91.5)

( 8.6)

Private DTWs
Rajshahi

33
(84.6)

6
(15.4)

Total: Rajshahi

136
(82.4)

29
(17.6)

G-K
Kushtia

1

5

89
(100)

160

NBTP

Thakurgaon
Grand Total
Rajshahi + Kushtia + Thakurgaon

(100)
136
(32.8)

278
(67.2)

Note: Figures in parentheses are mow percentages.
BADC
DTWs

=
=
=
=

RAKUB
BIADP
=
G-K
NBTP

=

Bangladesh Agricvlhlral Development Corporation,
Deep tubewells.
Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan (AgriculturalDevelopment) Bank.
Barind Integrated Area Development Project.
The GangesKobadak which is the largest gravity irrigation system in the country.
North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.
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Sample farmers’ awareness about the criteria forfixation of irrigation fees

Table 8.

Aware of
criteria

Not aware of
criteria

BADC rental DTWs with RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

34
(94.5)

( 5.5)

BADC rental DTWs without RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

31
(96.8)

( 3.2)

BADC, BIADP DTWs
Rajshahi

(100)

Private DTWs
Rajshahi

38
(97.6)

1
( 2.4)

Total: Rajshahi

161
(97.6)

( 2.4)

System and location

2

I

58

5

4

84
(94.4)

G-K
Kushtia

( 5.6)

NBTP
Thakurgaon

80

80

(50)

(50)

246
(59.4)

167
(40.6)

Grand Total:
Rajshahi + Kushtia

+ Thakurgaon

Total

Note: Figures in parentheses are row percentages.
BADC

=

Bangladesh Agriculhml Development Corporation.

= Deeptubeweb.
RAKUB = Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan (Agriculhml Development) Bank.

DTWs

BIADP

G-K

=
=

NBTP

=

Barind Integrated Area Development Project.
The Ganges-Kobadak which is the largest gravity irrigation system in the country.
North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.
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Table 9. Sample fanners’ R M ~ O ~ ~ about
SS
who decides the level of irrigation fees.
System and location

Aware of
who decides

Not aware of
who deades

Total

~

BADC rental DTWs with RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

35
(97.2)

BADC rental DTWs without RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

32
(100)

BADC, BIADP DTWs
Rajshahi

(100)

Private DTWs
Rajshahi

(100)

58
39

Total Rajshahi

164
(99.4)

G-K
Kushtia

6
( 6.7)

NBTP
Thakurgaon

(94.4)

Grand Total
Rajshahi + Kushtia + Thakurgaon

(77.5)

151

321

Note: Figures in parentheses are row percentages.
BADC
DTWs
RAKUB
BIADP
G-K
NBTP

= Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation.
= Deep tubewells.
= Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan (Agriculhlral Development) Bank.
= Barind Integrated Area Development Project.
= The Ganges-Kabadak which is the largest gravity imgation system in the country.
= North Bangladgh Tubewell Project.
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Table 10. Samplefarmers' opinion on the reasonableness of the size of irrigation fees.
Responses
System and location
Yes

No

BADC rental DTWs with RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

3
(97.2)

( 2.8)

BADC rental DTWs without RAKUB
participation, Rajshahi

(93.75)

( 6.25)

BADC. BIADP DTWs
Rajshahi

54
(93.1)

( 6.9)

Private DTWs
Rajshahi

31
(79.5)

(20.5)

Total: Raishahi

Noopinion

51
2

30

4

8

I50

13

2

(90.9)

( 7.9)

( 1.2)

89
(100)

G-K
Kushtia
NBTP
Thakurgaon

148
(92.5)

12
( 7.5)

Grand Total:
Rajshahi + Kushtia + Thakurgaon

298
(71.9)

I I4
(27.61)

2
( 0.5)

Note: Figures in parentheses are row percentages.
= Bangladesh AgriculCural Development Corporation.
= Deep tubewells.
RAKUB = Rajshahi Krishi Unnaysn (Agricultural Development) Bank.
BlADP = Barind Integrated Area Development Project.
= The Ganges-Kobadak which is the largest gravity irrigation system in the country
C-K
NBTF
= North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.

BADC

DTWs
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KSS (cooperative) managers are involved in the collection of irrigation fees.
These leaders, however, are not necessarily chosen representatively from the
irrigators. In addition, cooperative discipline (as represented by the holding of
regular member meetings) is low -resulting in reduced accountability of the KSS
leaders. These leaders have little formal or informal authority to enforce any
discipline. Under these circumstances, the involvement of KSS managers in fee
collection cannot be considered as involving farmers.

Lack ofJnanciu1 autonomy. Financial autonomy here refers to "situations where an
irrigation agency must rely on irrigation service fees for a significant portion of the
resources needed for O&M, and where it has control over the expenditure of the
funds collected from the fees" (ADB-IIMI 1986). In the G-K and NBT systems,
whatever fees the agencies collect go to the government treasury. The agencies do
not have any say on the use to which the irrigation fees are put and their annual
(O&M)budget is independent of the amount of irrigation service fees collected.
This lack of financial autonomy can be expected to affect collection efficiency in
three ways. First, since collection does not affect their O&M budget directly, the
agencies may not have a sufficiently strong material incentive to increase collection
efficiency. Second, since the agencies do not have any say on the use of collected
fees, they may feel unmotivated toincrease fee collectionefficiency. Third, without
financial autonomy the quality of irrigation services may be adversely affected due
to low accountability of the irrigation agencies. Farmers may resist paying fees if
the quality of irrigation services is unsatisfactory.
Quality ofservices. Imgators in the G-K System, especially middle and tail users,
express some dissatisfaction on the quality of services they receive in terms of the
certainty, adequacy and timeliness of water deliveries. Users do not always know
when the main pump will start and when they will get water. They are unable to
predict pump starting time on the basis of past experiences because there is such
a wide variation in the past start-up dates (Ghani 1987). An attempt is being made
to regularize this start date.
Due to maintenance problems, the G-K canals -particularly tertiary and field
channels - are often not in proper condition. In some places it has become very
difficult to identify the original alignments of canals and channels. In some places
a number of the hydraulic structures of the secondary and the tertiary canals are
either inoperable or missing. As a result, whatever water is available cannot be
distributed in an effectiveand timely manner to users, especially to the fieldsof tailend farmers. Thehead-end and middle farmers,beingin anadvantageous position,
are often able to meet their water needs through unauthorized cuts in the canalsa form of water stealing at further cost to the tail enders. The lack of sufficientcanal
maintenance is explained partly by (i) an inadequate number of agency staff,
especially those at the field level, (ii) the absence of an appropriate mechanism for
farmer participation in the operation and maintenance of the system at the
secondary,tertiary,and field levels, and (iii)the shortageof funds for operation and
maintenance. A rehabilitation scheme is presently being implemented in the G-K
System,afterthecompletionofwhichthequality of servicesisexpectedtoimprove.
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In the NBT System, while farmers can generally be certain of their tubewell’s
start-up time, the irregular supply of water has been a major problem at times in the
recentpast. Due toelectricityfailures,theregularityand sufficiency of watersupply
cannot always be maintained. Electricity failures are caused mainly by the theft of
electric wires. Further, for the same reasons as in the G-KSystem, the maintenance
of channels in many DTWs is inadequate.
Problems with the collection system. The collection efficiency of irrigation service fees
intheBWBDprojectsispartlyinherentinthesystemofcollectionitself.Thesystem
suffers from a number of weaknesses which may be enumerated as follows:
i.

Lengthof assessment procedures. Underthepresentsystems, theagencies
have to go to through a lengthy five-stage process in order to give the final
bill to the users. The first stage involves the identificationand recording or
booking of the irrigated plots for every farmer under the command area.
The second stage involves hearing objections from farmers against the
recording of their irrigated land. After booking is completed, the Patwari
(the booking staff) sendsthe booking register to the Sub-Divisional Engineer (SDE),who sends it to the Executive Engineer (X-EN). The X-EN then
circulates this booking information to water users and gives them one
months’ time to place their objections (if any). In the third stage the X-ENS
office makes a preliminary assessment of irrigation fee for which two
months’ time is allowed. Water users are informed of this preliminary
assessment and asked to file their objections, if any, against the assessed
amount. The time allowed for informing the farmers and receiving objections from them is one month. The fourth stage involves the hearing of
objections and finalizing assessments which require two months. In the
finalstage, which takes a furthertwomonths,demandnoticesareprepared
for every farmer. After the demand notices are finalized they are sent to
individual farmers through KSS managers. From irrigation booking to
finalization of demand notices, therefore, it takes (officially)nine months.
Thedistributionof demandnoticesamong theindividualfarmersalsotakes
additional time. A water usernomally gets his demand notice three to four
months after the harvest of his crops, a time by which he must have either
disposedoforconsumed thecropleavinghim withinsufficient funds topay
irrigation fees.

ii.

Level of expense. The collection system is expensive in two ways -its
implementation requires a great deal of manpower and a great quantity of
stationary is needed for various forms, notices and registers (in the G-K
Systemalonemorethanhalfamilliontakaisrequired topayforstationary).
BWDB has only a limited number of staff (Patwaris and Zilladars) to
implement the system. The G-K System has only 23 Zilladars and 170
Patwaris to do assessment work for more than 120,000 farm families. In
the NBTB System, there are only 59 Patwaris and no Zilladars to serve more
than 14,000 water users. The assessment efficiency, like collection effi-
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ciency, is very low in these BWDB systems. Official data hom 1984-85 to
1988-89showed that G-Kwasabletoassess 52.8percentof the totalimgated
area. For the NBT System it is 49.8 percent (Table 11).
iii. Lack of financial autonomy. Under their present system, the BWDB
agencies asses and collect fees but do not have any control over the use of
these funds. The entire sum of fees is deposited in the governmenttreasury.
Financial autonomy, as noted, canbe closely related to collectionefficiency.
iv. Lack of effective incentives for fee collectors and agency officials. The
system provides incentives to collectors of fees. It has been reported,
however, that the collectors do not always get their incentive money in full
or on time. As a result, collectors often do not take much interest in their
work. Further, there is no incentive provision for agency officials who are
involved in the assessment and collection of fees.
v. Lack of provision for farmer participation. This point has been discussed
above.

Table 11. Iwikation fee assessment efficiency in B W D B systems.

System and Year
location

Area
irrigated
(ha)

Area
assessed
(ha)

Assessment
efficiency
(%)

G-K
Kushtia

1984-85 to
1988-89

94

713,872

52.8

NBTF'

1984-85 to
1988-89

74,945

37,311

49.8

Source. Compiled

from official records.

G-K
= The Ganges-Kobadak which is the largest gravity irrigation system in the country
NBTP = North Bangladesh Tubewell Project.
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Nonenforcement ofsancfions. Enforcement of sanctionsagainst willful nonpayment
of irrigation fees is very important for a system aiming at a high rate of collection
efficiency. The rules provide that if a user does not pay his fee for a particular
season, he may not be given water in the following season. This strong official
sanction hasnot, however,beenimplementedineithertheG-Kor theNBTsystems.
This nonenforcement may be explained by such factors as (i) lack of financial
autonomy, (ii)lack of sufficient manpower, (iii)less than satisfactory water supply,
and (iv) fear of popular resentment and agitation, etc.

Communication and Interaction among Farmers and Project
Officials
Irrigation system management involves the partnership of irrigation managers
(oftenagency officials) and farmers. For efficient system performance regular and
effective communication between these partners is necessav. To be effective, such
communication must involve farmer leader representatives of the general irrigators and managers/officials whohave theauthority toattend tothe problems faced
by the farmers. In many parts of the study areas involved in the IIMI-IRRI research,
these conditions were not met. As a result, effective and regular interaction and
communication between officials and farmers did not occur.

Farmer Organization and Participation
Evidence from a variety of systems supports the proposition that irrigation
management objectives can be furthered by the participation of farmers in system
management (Uphoff 1986; FA0 1989; Pradhan 1989; Pant and Verma 1983).
Especially where landholding is typified, by small and fragmented farms, it can be
expected that farmer participation becomes more predictable, productive and
sustainable if they participate in groups through some form of organization rather
than on an individual basis.
The nature and dimensions of the irrigation activities which a farmer organization might perform depend on the type of irrigation system, the method of
irrigation, the ownership of the system, and on many socioeconomic, institutional
and cultural factors. To create a framework for the analysis of the role of farmer
organizationsinirrigationmanagement onecan identify someactivitiesof a general
nature. Uphoff (1986),for example, provides a list of such activities as follows:
Activities related to water use:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Acquisition of water from surface or subsurface sources;
Allocation of water by assigning rights to users;
Distribution of water among users; and
Drainage of excess water.
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Activities related to the physical system:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Design of structures;
Construction of structures;
Operation of structures; and
Maintenance of structures.

Activities which include organization and management functions:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Decision making;
Resource mobilization;
Communication; and
Conflict management.

All these activities are highly interrelated. Ways in which farmers' groups might
become involved in these functions are included among the recommendations of
a workshop on "Irrigation Policy and the Management of Irrigation Systems in
Southeast Asia" (Taylor and Wickham 1976). These recommendations included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Taking more responsibility to pay for irrigation;
Assuming more responsibility to organize and perform O&M tasks;
Giving more feedback to irrigation officers on the field performance of
systems; and
Exerting greater influence on decisions involving water allocation and
scheduling.

The findings of the IIMI-IRRI project show that farmers' organizations of the GK and NBT systems have not played much of a role in irrigation management. In
the Rajshahi tubewell systems, the groups have performed a number of irrigation
management functions, but again there is scope for broadening the involvement of
farmers. The following are several constraints that these farmer groups' attempts
at irrigation management participation are beset with

Inadequate irrigation management orientation. The formal fanners' organizations
often have an inadequate orientation toward irrigation management. Frequently,
they are societies more oriented toward credit - following the principles of the
early credit cooperative societies which were later restructured along the lines of
the two-tier cooperativesdeveloped by theComilla Academy. Theirbylawsdonot
adequately dealwith inigationmanagementfunctionsnor do they outline agency/
farmer relations.
Water availability. One of the major conditions encouraging farmer participation in
irrigation management is the availability of adequate water in a timely and certain
manner. Often, too much or too little water is available which discourage farmers
from participating in irrigation management. The relationship between water
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availability and incentives for participation might be represented by an inverted U
c w e , farmers’ willingness to participate being low at either extremes of water
abundance or scarcity (Uphoff 1986). In the IIMI-IRRI study, poor fanner participation can largely be explained by water availability. In the G-K System, it was
observed that the tail-end farmers do not get water in a sufficient and timely
manner. They do not have enough water to manage - making participation
irrelevant. Head-end fanners, on the other hand, often get (or manage to get) so
much water that they have little need for organized efforts to conserve and manage
the resource. In the NBT System the situation is similar to that in G-K while in the
Rajshahi area the problem is not severe.
Ownership. A sense of ownership of the system is an important prerequisite for
farmer participation in management. In almost all of the systems under the farmer
organization study, the irrigation facilities are owned by the government. In
Rajshahi, however, the de facto ownership of DTWs, to a great extent, lies with
farmer groups. Farmers‘ sense of ownership of the system is relatively greater in
the Rajshahiarearesulting inmore participationbythefarmers.In theG-KandNBT
systems,scope for farmerparticipationis limitedby project design. Inbothsystems
BWDB is supposed to perform almost all irrigation management activities. There
is no talk of turning over any significant degree of ownership of these systems to
the farmers.
Factionalism. Farmers’ organizations for irrigation management are not free from
theproblemsoffactionalconflicts.Problemsof family or lineage-basedfactionsare
reflected in their management. Factions that dominate the management often
eliminate the participation of other factions to the detriment of widespread
participation of a broad spectrum of farmers.
Training. The training of farmer group leaders in irrigation management has been
found to be either absent or inadequate. Training of agency personnel to motivate
them to accept farmer participation as an essential component of improved system
performance is also generally absent.
Lack of participation of all irrigators. It has been noted that only irrigators in the
Rajshahi DTWs and a portion in the NBT System and the BIADP of Rajshahi have
no legal barrier to become members of the organizations because the organizations
are irrigation community- or command area-based - precluding nonresident
irrigators from becoming members.
Disadvantagedfarmers’ interests are not safeguarded. Since there is no legal provision
to safeguard their interest and ensure their representation, the disadvantaged
farmers (especiallythe tail-end and small farmers) do not have any incentive to join
the organizakions. Without their participation, the organizations cannot be expected toperformequitably. It hasbeennoted in the literature on thesubject (Parker
1979) that if farmers’ organizations are allowed to become the tools of the most
powerful people, the groups will not fulfill the purposes for which they were
created.
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Interagency Cooperation
To get increases in production, fanners must have access to increased amounts of
their non-water inputs. For this to happen, there is a need for interagency
cooperation -cooperation between the irrigation agencies, the extension department and the credit agencies. Such cooperation needs to be enhanced in all the
systems studied. While some form of institutional infrastructure for such coordination does exist in all the study areas, there is still a need to energize and activate
the system with appropriate management innovations evolved through applied
research.

Training
The level of training of farmers, fanner leaders and agency managers on irrigation
management was noted to be inadequate. Training courses on irrigation management generally cover (with varying levels of effectiveness) technical aspects of
water management and crop production. Modules on communication, coordination, cooperation, leadership development, human relations and other related
aspects of management are not given much emphasis. Further training on
sustaining the institutionalinfrastructure for management is generally not included
in the overall project O&M budget.

Ownership and Management Patterns
The study indicates that under similar agroecological conditions (i.e,,excluding
the BIADP tubewellswhicharelocatedintheBarind area),thereis somewhat better
performance of DTWs under private (versus BADC rental group) ownership and
management in terms of area irrigated, yield per hectare, irrigation fee collection
efficiency, O&M costs per hectare, etc. (Table 12). This private management,
however, has charged higher irrigation fees per hectare. Because the sample size
was small, statistical tests of the differences in performance were not possible, so
no strong judgements can be made on the relatively better performance of DTWs
under private ownership and management.

Choice of Crop
Under the G-K Gravity Irrigation System, the option for growing rabi crops under
irrigatedconditionsis unavailable atpresentbecause thesystemis kept inoperative
during winter when such crops might be grown in order to overhaul machines and
pumps. Under the DTWs irrigation systems, farmers can use irrigation water to
grow rabi crops as a substitute for boro rice or in addition to growing a late (braus)
rice crop. It has been observed that farmers do not generally grow rabi crops as
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Table 12. Average irrigated area, yield, ObM cost, irrigation fee and irrigation fee collection
eficiency of D T W s irrigation under alternate management under similar agroecological conditions in the Mohmpur area of Rajshahi District.
System
and
location

BALX rental

Average
irrigated
area per
well (ha)

Average yield
per hectare (in tons)
~

Crop

Farmers

CUt

reported

Average
0 k M cost
perhectan
(in t a b )

iverage
dgatian
ee per
iectare
in taka)

:rigation
?e collection
fficiency
percentage)

22.76

3.94

3.85

2,460

2,287

79

21.59

3.41

3.82

2,005

3,273

96

23.66

4.75

4.12

1.891

3,929

98

DTWs w'th
RAKUB
participation
Rajshahi
BALX rental

DTWs without
RAKUB
participation
Rajshahi
Private DTWs

Rajshahi

-

substitutes for rice. Islam, (1990) identifies the following factors that discourage
NBT System farmers from growing wheat:
a)

problems of seed storage due to insect attack;

b)

uncertain irrigation water supply resulting from electricity failures;

c)

problems of threshingbecause of wet weather at the time of harvesting and
lack of threshing services;

d)

problems of turn-around period; and

e)

declining yield and low output prices.

The declining yield and low output price were the main reasons for fanners'
unwillingnessto grow wheat. In terms of cost-benefit ratios, rice (Purbachivariety)
is superior to wheat and other upland crops such as millet and sesame. This is
supported by a comprehensive agriculture sector review conducted recently
(UNDP 1989). The review points out that, given the present configuration of input
and output prices, Boro (rice)remains a relatively profitable winter crop. Pulses,
oil seeds, mustard and other boro-competing rrops are at a competitive disadvantage which is not likely to be removed by any foreseeable increase in prices or
improvement of yields.
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CANALROTATION AND MINIMUM IRRIGATED CROPACREAGE EXPERIMENTS
Rotation
As the Ganges-Kobadak System does not have adequate water to meet the water
in relation to the total needs of its command area, a nineday rotation (with three
days of flow followed by six days off) among secondaries has been followed for
some years.
However, this rotation system had faced a number of problems which included:
(i) nonobservance of rotation among tertiaries; (ii) deteriorated condition of canals
and field channels; (iii)unauthorized cuts in canals; (iv)poor condition of hydraulic
structures as well as of some bridges and culverts; (v) absence of farmers'
organizations and participation; and (vi) a general lack of communication and
interaction between farmers and project officials.
In 1990, the ten-day rotation (five days with water followed by five days without
water) was introduced. The secondary canal chosen (denoted as S8K) was one of
the more problem-ridden parts of the G-K System. Project officials arranged for
repairs of this canal and its control structures and devised a system to ensure that
the ten-day rotation could be strictlyobserved. Along with research team members,
they made special efforts to keep the farmers along the secondary canal informed
and to encourage their participation. In addition to numerous field visits, these
efforts included a field workshop held in a centrally located village along S8K. At
this workshop farmers were able to voice their concerns as well as participate in
decisions regarding their (and the Project's) responsibilitiesin the rotation scheme.
A good deal of cooperation between farmers and officials and among farmers of
different tertiaries (notably absent in previous years, with head-end tertiaries
taking all of the water) followed this workshop.
The impact of the rotation experiment on S8K has been highly positive in terms
of area irrigated, yieldand equity. Of course, the sustainability of this improvement
in future seasons remains to be seen.
Area irrigated. Area imgated under S8K in the 1990Kharif-I season increased to 528
hectares from 54 hectares in 1989 Kharif-I (Table 13)- anincrease of 877 percent.
This record of achievement at the macro level is supported by data collected from
the sample fanners (Table 14). It is noted that the farmers included in the sample
cultivated a total of only 1.6 ha in the Kharif-I season of 1989, as against 20.8 ha in
1990 -an increase of 1,170 percent. Seventy-fivepercent of the 1990 target of the
Water Board on this secondary has been achieved as against an achievement of 61
percent in 1989.
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Table 13. Area irrigated in SEK in 1990 (ia hectares).
1990 Kharif-I

1989 Kharif-I

Tertiary
(= T)

Target
area

Area imgated

Target
area

Area

Percent of
target area

Area irrigated
Area

Percent of
target area

TI

132.38

21.56

16.3

121.45

120.40

99.1

T2

236.84

27.97

11.8

238.46

179.49

75.3

T3

178.13

3.31

1.8

174.08

130.93

75.2

T4

90.28

1.33

I .5

103.64

97.14

93.7

637.63

54.00

8.5

637.63

527.96

82.8

I Total

I

Table 14. Area irrigated by sample farmers fin hectares),
Head

Middle

Tail

Tertiary

All sample
farmers

(=T)

1989

1990

1989

1990

1989

1990

1989

1990

TI

0.47

1.68

0.50

1.94

-

0.85

0.97

4.47

T2

0.27

1.40

1.74

1.67

0.27

4.81

T3

0.40

2.30

2.03

1.20

0.40

5.53

3.49

1.61

0.90

7.32

4.62

T4

Total

1.14

8.87

0.50

6.00
1.61

20.81

Equity. The distribution of water among different tertiaries and among head,
middle, and tail farmers along the various field channels has also become much
moreequitable. Table 15showsthatin 1989,farmersofT4irrigatedonly2.5percent
of all land actually irrigated along S8K. In 1990, their share of total land irrigated
increased to 18.4percent. The T4 target had been 16.3percent of the total S8K target.
While this tail tertiary did not quite fulfill its own absolute target it did well in
relation to its upstream tertiary neighbors. The position of T3 farmers also
improved dramaticallybut not as much as that of the T4 farmers (an improvement
from 3.1 percent of total S8K irrigated area in 1989to 24.8 percent in 1990-the T3
1990 targeted share, however, was 27.3 percent). In addition, the share of tail-end
farmers within each tertiary has improved substantially where it is shown; while
they did not cultivate any land under irrigated crops in Kharif-I in 1989, they
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irrigated 4.6 ha of land in 1990 (22.2 percent of land imgated by the full sample of
head, middle and tail farmers). Furthermore, all of the sample tail-end farmers
reported that they received sufficient water during the Kharif-I season.
Table 15. Distribution of irrigated land among different tertiaries (in hectares) in 1989 and 1990.
1990 Kharif-I

1989 Kharif-I

Tertiary (= T)

TI

Area irrigated
(ha)

(I) Area irrigated

T4

21.56
27.97
3.13
1.33

39.93
51.81
5.80
2.46

Total

54.00

100.00

n
T3

(I)

(ha)

I

120.45
179.49
130.93
97.14

22.81
33.99
24.80
18.40

527.96

100.00

Minimum Irrigated Cropped Acreage
The results of the other experiment to increase irrigation coverage, the minimum
irrigated cropped acreage (MICA)and the trial conducted in the North Bangladesh
Tubewell Project (NBTP),are not as positive as those of rotation in the G-K System.
However, it also shows potential for improving system performance through
management changes and farmer involvement.
A great number of deep tubewells (DTWs)in Bangladesh, including the wells of
the NBTP tend to imgate much less than their technically practical command areas.
Among the reasons for this tubewell underutilization are: (a) disruptions in DTW
operation due to faulty power supplies, inadequate maintenance, etc., and (b)
farmer organizational problems that create severe inequities in access to reliable
supplies of water.
To encourage farmers at these tubewells to work together and promote more
interaction between farmer groups and agency officials, the research project made
a policy suggestion that BWDB adopt a minimum imgated cropped acreage
system. Under this system the farmer groups would indent for irrigated water
before a given season but the agency would only operate the well if some predetermined m m u m acreage was to be serviced. The rationale was that it would
put pressure on each farmer group to solve at least some of its organizational
problems that may have constrained the spread of irrigation in the past. Those few
farmers who were normally using tubewell water, would have to accommodate
other farmers' demands if anyone at all were to receive water. The agency, at the
same time, would have to make strong efforts to improve the reliability of the
operation of those tubewells where a minimum number of cropped acres are
enlisted for an irrigation season.
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Serious implementation of the MICA policy did not begin until the Aus season
of 1990. At that time the project officials and the research team made efforts to
communicate the new system to the irrigators. Project officials and extension
personnel spread word about MICA, primarily through the KSS leaders. Agency
officers and members of the research team also held a series of field workshops
aimed at explaining the program and getting a feedback from the farmers.
While participation did increase to some extent with the spread of MICA, the
water demand indent system was easily abused as fanner groups only had to cluim
that they would be irrigating the minimum number of acres for the water to be
turned on for the season. No system was devised for stopping the operation of the
well during the season if the number of irrigation acres claimed did not materialize.
In addition, the Project's ability or will to enforce sanctions against noncomplying
tubewell groups was under some doubt though a formal test of that ability was
avoided due to the manner in which the indent system operated.
Some of the impacts of the minimum irrigated cropped acreage experiment are
as follows:
i.

Area irrigated. Information on area irrigated is available from the 16
sample DTWs and from 80 others - all of the latter are located in
Thakurgaon Upazila. Four of the sample DTWs are also from Thakurgaon.
It has been found that of 80 DTWs of Thakurgaon, 3 were out of operation,
21 were able to achieve their minimum irrigated area targets, 15 were
reported (as of May 15,1990) tobe expected to fulfill their MICA targets and
41 (53 percent) did not achieve MICA targets (Table 16). Of the 16 DTWs
examined by the IIMI-IRRI research team, 5 could not achieve MICA targets
while 11fulfilled their minimum targets (Table 16). Major reasons cited for
nonfulfillment of MICA targets are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Poor canal conditions;
Sandy soils;
Weak farmers' organization; and
Cultivation of wheat in some command areas.

Table 16. Utilization status of Thakurgaon Upazila DTWs and sample DTWs (of NBTP) in
relation to MICA implementation in the Kharif-I season of 1990.

a

In Thakurgaon,there were 84 DTWs of which 4 were included in the sample
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Table 17. Per DTWaverage MICA target, average actual area irrigated under MICA and average
actual area irrigated befire MICA (averagefor three years - 1987,1988 and 1989) of
research DTWs and outside research (Thakurgaon)DTWs.
Average
MICA
target
(ha)

Average
actual inigated area
under
MICAfia)

Average
irrigated
area before
MICA (ha)

Difference
between MICA
and Pre-MICA
acreage (ha)

i. Those met MICA

15.61
(N=ll)

19.83
(N=ll)

16.90
(N=ll)

2.93.

d. Those did not

15.61
(N=5 )

7.20
(N=5)

3.67
(N=4 )

3.53(N=4 )

15.61
(N=16)

15.88
(N=16)

13.37
(N=15)

2.51’

i. Those met MICA

17.00
(N=19)

22.00
(N=19)

14.25
(N=19)

7.73’

.i. Those did not
meet MICA

15.10
(N=37)

7.30
(N=39)

6.66
(N=33)

0.67’

Average

15.74
(N=56)

12.12
(N=58)

934
(N=51)

2.78”

16.49
(N=30)

21.20
(N=30)

15.26
(N=29)

5.67.“

15.16
(N=42)

7.28
(N=44)

6.33
(N=37)

1.17‘

15.72

12.93

10.26
(N=72)

2.67’
(N=74) (N=66)

DTWs Category

A. Research DTWs

meet MICA
Average
3.0utside research
(Thakurgaon) DTWs

C.A + B
i. Those met MICA
i. Those did not

meet MICA
Average

Source: From outside research (Thakurgaon)DTWs,compiled from official record. For research DTWs,
field survey data.
DTW a Deep tubewell.
MICA c Minimum irrigated crop acreage. ‘No statistical test was done.
“Signihcant at 1 percent level.
%@cant at 10 percent level.
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Table 17 shows average area irrigated by the DTWs. It shows that those
research DTWs which achieved MICA targets irrigated more area than that
in the Kharif-I seasons of the past three years. Although the unsuccessful
research DTWs covered only about 50 percent of their MICA targets they
also irrigated more land than they did in the previous years. Likewise, the
successfulnon-research DTWs of Thakurgaon, performed better than in the
previous three years. Even those non-research DTWs which failed to
achieve MICA targets by even 50 percent have, in general, irrigated more
land than in the past. Two general pictures emerge from Table 16 and Table
17.
a)

The research DTWs have performed relatively better than those nonresearch wells indicatingthatthe action-researchcomponent (involving the
field workshops and the frequent presence of the research team at the
sample tubewells) of the study achieved some success. If the component
had been started on time (aspectsof action research werestarted rather late)
its success could have been more prominent.

b)

As an approach to ensure optimal utilization of DTWs, MICA indicates the
potential for increasing command area in the NBTP.

ii.

Yield. Almostall farmers under thestudy grew thehrbachivariety of rice.
Yield records obtained through crop-cuts showed that yield in the research
DTWsvariedfrom4.3 to7.9 t/ha (from thedatathat wentintotheaverages
shown in Table 18). In general, DTWs which were not able to achieve their
MICA targets achieved lower yields than those DTWs which either reached
orexceeded their minimumirrigated area targets. Comparabledataarenot
available for non-research DTWs for the same season, i.e., Kharif-I of 1990.
However, some area data collected for several past seasons by the BRRIBWDB-IRRI research project showed a yield per hectare of 3.6 to 4.2 tons.

iii.

Equity. In the sample DTWs, the equity situation has neither deteriorated
nor improved over the years (Tables 19 and 20). The distribution patterns
of irrigated land among head, middle and tail farmers and among small,
medium and large farmers in 1989-90 are not, in general, different from
what they were in the past years. In t e r m of average yield per hectare, the
head farmers of both groups of DTWs (those fulfilling MICA targets and
those failing to fulfill their targets) have achieved the most, followed by the
middle farmers. The tail farmers have achieved the lowest yield (Table 18).
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Table 18. Yield per hectare ofland under research DTWs (in tons).
Categories

Those met MICA

Total average
of head, middle
and tail'

Difference between
yields of head and
middle farmers

Middle
farmers

Tail
fanners

6.54

5.78

4.86

5.54

1.68***

5.43

5.09

4.24

4.86

1.19.'.

target

Those did not
meet MICA
target

DrWs = Deeptubewells.
MICA = Minimum irrigated mop acreage.
'** Significant at 1 percent level.
Test conducted between the total averages shows that the difference is significant at 1 percent level.

Table 19. Distribution ofirrigated land of samplefarmers by their location in diflerent years (in
percenfnxes).
Year

Head

Middle

Tail

Total

1989-90

40.4

31.8

27.8

100.00

1988-89

40.2

32.2

27.6

100.00

1987-88

41.5

33.9

24.6

100.00

1986-87

44.1

31.8

24.8

100.00

Table 20. Distribution of irrigated land ofsample farmers by theirfam sizes in different years (in
percentages).

SF

Year

SF

MF

LF

Total

1989-90

12.1

59.6

28.3

100.00

1988-89

12.5

59.9

27.6

100.00

1987-88

11.0

57.6

31.3

100.00

1986-87

8.6

61.3

30.1

100.00

= Small farmers, having operated land from 0.02 to 1.01 hectares.
MF = Middle fanners, having operated land from 1.02 to 3.03 hedares
LF = Large farmers, having operated land of 3.04hstares and above.
Operated land = Owned land + rented in land -rented out land.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research findings of the IIMI-IRRI project strongly suggest that there is great
scope for substantial improvement of Bangladesh’s rice-based imgation systems
through improved management. The improved management should involve
willing and active participation of irrigator farmers and irrigation managers -the
two major partners in the systems.
The farmers can meaningfullyparticipate in (a) taking more responsibilityto pay
more forimgation; Co)assumingmoreresponsibilitytoorganizeandperformO&M
tasks; (c) giving more feedback to imgation officers on the field performance of
systems; and (d) exerting greater influence on decisions involving water allocation
and scheduling (Taylor and Wickham 1976). Since farmers’ participation can
become more predictable, productive and sustainable if they participate in groups
through some formof organizations than on an individualbasis, (particularlyin the
Bangladesh context of small and fragmented landholdings),farmers’ organizations
should be developed, nurtured and sustained. While developing farmers’organizations care should be taken so that their irrigation emphasis is clear; principles of
equity (Bromley, Taylor and Parker 1980)are followed so as to give representation
to a cross section of farmers; they are organized on the basis of hydraulic
characteristics of irrigation systems; some sort of quasi-ownership of the systems
is given to the organizations (pending, in some cases, real and total ownership
eventually);farmers,especially the farmer leaders, are provided with some training
on socio-technical aspects of management, etc.
It would be useful if irrigation managers could participate in the improved
management process not as administrators of the bureaucratic tradition but as
managers with a participatory style. If farmer participation is to be effective,
managers must first accept the idea that improved system management is dependent on that farmer participation. As demonstrated in the rotation and MICA
experiments, managers can help initiate effective agency-farmer interaction, communication and cooperation. Farmer participation can be enhanced if imgation
agencies or managers can ensure an adequate supply of water to the system
delivered in a timely and certain manner. Irrigation managers need also to
appreciate theusefulnessofcooperationwithotherlineagenciesandtakeinitiatives
in that direction. To do all these, many irrigation managers could use training on
various socio-institutionalaspects of irrigation management.
Research, specifically action research with real participation by irrigation agencies and farmers, is needed to evolve and implement management innovations for
the improvement of system performance of rice-based irrigation systems in
Bangladesh. Somebasis for such research has already beencreated in the IIMI-IRRI
collaborative research. Action research on rotation in the G-K System and in
minimum irrigated crop acreage (MICA)in the NBTP could usefully be continued
and command area development (CAD)research could be started in the Rajshahi
DTW irrigation systems. BWDB, BADC and Rajshahi Krishi Unnayan Bank
(Rajshahi Agricultural Development Bank RAKUB) can meaningfully participate
in this research. Eventually, other line agencies such as the Bangladesh Rural
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Development Board (BRDB) and the Directorate of Agricultural Extension (DAE)
might be included in the research network.
In regard to system finances, it is increasingly becoming clear that the Govemment of BangladeshwillbetotallywithdrawingitscurrentsubsidiesonO&Mcosts.
Both agency managers and imgators must adapt to these changing conditions.
Needed changes include the development of a system of fee assessment and
collection so that collection efficiencies can be raised. At the same time there is a
need to increase the efficiency of the systems so as to reduce O&M costs. Farmer
participation in system management can reduce O&M costs and financial autonomy of irrigation agencies can lead to better collectionefficiency. Full or partial
financial autonomy of the irrigation agencies could usefully be explored along
with ways to increase farmer involvement in irrigation management.
Growingriceunderirrigatedagricultureisstillprofitablebut
the decliningtrend
in this profitabilityislikely tocontinuegiventhegovemment policy of withdrawing
subsidies on agricultural inputs and raising the price of fuel. The productivity of
land and other inputs must be increased to face this situation and for irrigated
agriculture to be sustained because output prices may not keep pace with the rise
in input prices due to the influence of various macro-economicand political factors.
Increasing the productivity of inputs is going to be an important task of imgation
management.
Increasing theadoptionofnonriceimgatedcropsinthedry seasonasasubstitute
forbororice, however,facessomeobstaclesatpresentbecauseof domesticdemand
patterns that are highly rice-oriented. In this situation, using price policy to
encourage farmers to grow rabi crops might not be very effective. According to a
UNDP document (1989)".....using price policy to encouragediversificationis likely
to be a self-defeating enterprise, since at the price level required, demand is likely
to vanish. For example, it would take a price increase of nearly 60 percent to make
mustard competitive with HYV Boro; kheshari would require a 300 percent price
increase for the same purpose." Crop diversification however, is likely, to become
more important in the future as Bangladesh approaches self-sufficiency in rice
production and as demand grows for vegetables, etc. This expected growth of
nonrice crops is likely to raise various socio-institutional issues as regards the
management of irrigation water as system managers struggle with providing for
the diverse water needs of different crops.
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